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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION 
 
Any publication or other presentation based in whole or part on the data and documentation supplied by 
SADA must prominently use the following citation. 
 
South African Police Service. Community Policing Pilot Project: Loate, 1997 [Computer file]. S0077. 
Pretoria: South African Police Service [producer], 1997. Pretoria: South African Data Archive, National 
Research Foundation [distributor], 2000. 
 
 
 
DEPOSIT OF PUBLICATIONS 
 
At least one copy of any published work or report based in whole or part on the dataset will be deposited 
with the South African Data Archive. Please indicate the title and number of the study utilized. 
 
 
 
 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
 
The Archive and the depositor of the dataset supplied to the user bear no legal responsibility for their 
accuracy or comprehensiveness. 
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                              Pretoria 
                              0001 
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Fax number            +27 12 481- 4020 
Electronic mail         sada@nrf.ac.za 
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STUDY DESCRIPTION 
 
SADA 0077 
 
TITLE: Community Policing Pilot Project: Loate 
 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: 
J. Schnetler (Ed.) 
 
DEPOSITOR: South African Police Service 
 
ORGANISATION HOUSING THE DATA: 
South African Police Service 
Southern Life Building 
239 Pretorius Street 
Pretoria , 0001 
South Africa 
Tel: +27 (012) 339 2160 
 
ABSTRACT: 
The purpose of this project was to measure the community's attitude towards South African Police Services 
at Loate Police Station. The work that had been done in this project was as follows: 
 Drawing up of the questionnaire on a DBF file for data input purposes 
 Writing of statistical programs in Statistical Analysis System to analyse the data 
 The actual statistical analysis 
 Writing of the research report.  
(Refer to the attached report for more details concerning the above mentioned steps) 
 
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION: South Africa 
 
IMPORTANT VARIABLES:  
Questions were concerned with the extent of feedback the community was expecting from the Police 
Services concerning the reasons for arresting or not arresting the suspect, dates of the court hearings, 
recovery of stolen goods, procedure for claiming the stolen goods, bail grants, intervention of fingerprints 
experts and general service rendering by the South African Police Services at Loate. 
  
DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES: age, gender, language and geographical area. 
 
UNIVERSE : Community of Loate. 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 
The research methodology employed in this project was not provided. 
 
EXTENT OF DATA COLLECTION: 
 1 data file in SPSS, hardcopy documentation and hardcopy questionnaire. 
 Number of cases                 : 204 
 Number of records              : 204 
 Number of records per case : 1 
 Logical record length           : 80+ 
 Number of variables            : 60 
 Number of Kilobytes            : 16 KB 
     
PUBLICATIONS: 
Schnetler, J. (Ed.), 1997. Community Policing Pilot Project: Loate. Pretoria: South African Police Service: 
Division of National Standards and Management Services. 
 
RESTRICTIONS: 
SAPS to be notified of the user’s details when the dataset is requested. 
 
